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 The Vedic Sun Signs (2 April 2020 – 15 April 2020)  
 

by  Ravinder Grover   
www.ravindergrover.com 

1 April 2020 
 
Note:  The Vedic Sun Sign describes your Public Self, the Moon Sign (Janma Rashi) describes your Emotional 
Personality (the way you interact with others, not necessarily how you are inside) and the Rising Sign (Lagna) 
describes your true Inner Self (how you are inside and how you face the world unconsciously)  
 
 
1. Aries (Mesha Rasi) (14 April – 15 May) 
Starting name Syllable as: Chu, ChAE, chO, lA, lee, Lu, lAE, lO, Aa 
Welcome to the lockdown! Just think what can you achieve in this lockdown period?, a lot.   Here is the 
opportunity to do things which you always wanted to do for your own spiritual growth.  But  work  and/or business 
would still remain on your mind.  Re-structure or some discipline may be enforced at work once it opens up, be 
prepared and keep yourself calm.  Your work situation may improve after a month or so. In the meantime go 
within and explore your true nature. Avoid long distance travelling by all means  
 
  
2. Taurus (Vrishabha Rashi) (15 May – 15 June) 
Starting Name Syllable As:   Ee, Uu, Ai, O, Vaa, Vee, Vu, Ve, Vo  
Spending time in your cocoon may help you to become very productive if you do not lose your focus.  Welfare 
of your family and financial security would be in your mind.  Challenges are indeed standing at your door step 
if you are pursuing any higher education.  Avoid long distance travelling even after the lockout period is over. 
A major transformation to your mindset is on its way  
 
   
3. Gemini (Mithun Rasi) (15 June - 16 July) 
Starting name Syllable as:   kA, ki, kU, gHa, ṅA, cha, kAE, Ko, hA 
You have got many thoughts to share with masses, but due to lock down, you  may have to take the help of social 
media to do so. Mind you, there is a high chance that you would be misunderstood.  Think  a many  times before 
your communicate. Rather spend time to talk to your self within to explore your Inner Being, that would be 
advantageous after this difficult period is over. Must avoid any litigation   
 
 
4. Cancer (Karakata Rasi) (16 July – 17 August) 
Starting name Syllable as:   hee, hU, hAE, hO, ḍA, ḍee, ḍU, ḍAE, ḍO 
Don’t get frustrated at home as there is a lot you can do to uplift yourself spiritually.  The nature has given you 
the time to go within and explore your Inner Self.  Difference of opinion with spouse may bubble up, learn to 
avoid arguments. Must do regular exercise to keep your lungs strong and   breathing exercises like Pranayama 
would be helpful. Take care of your health especially diabetes related issues, if any     
 
 
5. Leo (Simha Rasi) (17 August – 17 September)  
Starting name Syllable as:   mA, mee, mU, mAE, mO, ṭA, ṭee, ṭU, ṭAE    
Community and communication should be your focus now.  ‘Service to Man is Service to God’, this should be 
your motto for the lock out period.  Need to be careful of some disputes in relationship.  Don’t take your frustration 
out on your spouse for the lock down. You must resist the temptation to play the diva yourself . Don’t even 
think of playing around with your job 
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6. Virgo (Kanya Rasi) (17 September- 17 October) 
Starting name Syllable as:  ṭO, paa, pi, pU, ṣA, ṇa, ṭhA, pAE, pO    
You love to go into minute details, but the present period  of uncertainty would perplex you. So much of confusion 
related with  work/business would force you to draw your future blue print but must be done with clarity. The 
short term communication demands to take care while dealing with any workforce related issues.  You would not 
know what’s    in your children’s mind. Mend their way with Love  
 
   
7. Libra (Tula Rasi) (17 October -16 November) 
Starting name Syllable as:   rA, ri, rU, rAE, rO, ta, tee, tU, tAE  
You love being in  amidst social gatherings and that’s may not be happening now.  Domestic atmosphere my get 
heated up. Use your inner strength of calmness and creativeness  to inspire your family and friends to do the right 
thing during this lock down period. Store your relationship energy for better days ahead. Take care while driving 
and do not waste pour money on unnecessary things 
 
 
8. Scoprio (Vrischik Rasi) (16 November – 16 December) 
Starting name Syllable as:    tO, nA, nee, nU, nAE, nO, ya, yEE, yU  
Some issues with younger siblings and/or friends need to be sorted out. Effective Communication is the key. Lock 
down of the city may have frustrated you,  and you would have the    strong urge to break free from these 
restrictions. Do not rebel against law and order.  Must avoid all arguments and conflicts,  you may release your  
anger and frustration through effective exercise, breathing exercises or  Pranayama 
 
 
9. Sagittarius (Dhanu Rasi) (16 December – 14 January)  
Starting name Syllable as: yAE, yO, bhA, bhee, bhU, dhA, phA, ḍha, bhAE  
Your social life is restricted for quite some time due to required isolation by your city. Your financial situation 
would be on rollercoaster  ride. This is the time to redefine your financials security.  Misunderstanding with 
younger siblings  and/or finds may be felt due to communication gap. Avoid gambling and risky investments. 
Lockdown has already reduced the outer voices, now you must listen to your Inner Voice and get guidance for 
future planning   
   
 
10. Capricorn (Makara Rasi) (14 January – 13 February) 
Starting name Syllable as:    bhO, jA, jee, khee, khU, khAE, khO, gA, gee 
The mother nature wants you to slow down a bit with respect to worldly life.   Nature is asking you to simplify 
your life now and make the  required & necessary changes.  When was the last time you spoke to yourself 
impartially?  Must do everything possible to reduce mental stress. This is the time  look within deeply and explore 
your Inner strength. Professionally some hic ups are foreseen, hence cooperate with your boss and colleagues 
 
 
11. Aquarius (Kumbha Rasi) (13 February – 14 March) 
Starting name Syllable as: GU, gAE, gO, SA, see, su, sAE, sO, DA  
Need to go within to keep an eye on your buried emotions as they may  surge up when you least expect them. 
Forget about buying shares, investment or going around the globe at large. Avoid unnecessary expenditure.  
Need to contemplate on your Inner Self and find out the way to do the internal cleansing. There me instances 
when unwanted blame or reputation can be tainted  by a known  person. Relationship may go through some sort 
of transition 
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12. Pisces (Meena Rasi) (14 March – 14 April) 
Starting name Syllable as:    di, du, thA, jhA, trA, dAE, dO, chA, chee       
This seems to be a confusing period for your relationship equations.  Misunderstandings are on cards due to 
communication gap. Your rational mind would not give satisfactory answers/solutions to your issues. Do not get 
upset with unexpected results.  Some restrictions and limitations may not let you do what you wish to do.  Best 
thing would be to find few  minutes to look within impartially and listen  to the Inner voice for all answers. 
Finance may improve but avoid blind ambitions that do not help family and society at large 
 
 
 

 
“Samstha Lokah Sukhino Bhavantu” 
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Disclaimer: ‘Without Prejudice’.  I offer my insight to Astrology solely based on my learnings of astrology principles and 
techniques,  some  of them learnt from the Sages of the highest order. These predictions are offered for guidance purpose only.   I 
offer absolute no guarantee on my calculations and analysis. These predictions are not intended to harm anyone by any means.  I 
expressly disclaim all warranties, implied or contingent, for making use of these predictions, for incurring any loss, loss of profit 
or in any manner. No notice or advice from anyone  will create any liability whatsoever.  


